Noble Network Bilingual Advisory Committee Election Meeting

Thursday, Sept 29, 2022
Zoom

Minutes of the Bilingual Advisory General Information and Election Meeting

Guests or Speaker Present:
- Kunbi Adefule, Manager of ELL Support
- Leticia Robinson, Bulls ELPT,
- Cristian Reyes, Speer ELPT.

Welcome and Sign-in: Participants received a google link for attendance. Introductions were made. Twenty-three parents were in attendance.

BAC Officer Descriptions/Candidate Introductions: Participants were provided with an explanation of why Noble is instating a Bilingual Advisory Committee and the importance of parent participation. Officer position responsibilities were discussed. Ms. Rosa provided translations of this material. Parents were then given the opportunity to discuss these positions and determine who they would like to fill each officer spot. In addition, parents discussed other topics they would like to be included in the upcoming BAC meeting.

President: Jazmin Lopez
Vice President: Karina Aguilar
Secretary: Maria Guzman
Representative: Hannay Reyes
Alternative Representative: None
Student Representative: Angelique Miranda